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 In 1946, deHavilland Canada produced the first Chipmunk trainer.  Nimble, 
great handling, and fully aerobatic, these became an instant success with air forces, 
particularly the British and Canadian air forces.  
 

 During the 1960’s, some of these airplanes made it into civilian hands.  Of 
course, the civilians loved the handling, but found the 150 or so HP coming from the 
Gypsy Major (same engine as Tiger Moth) to be a bit lacking.  In the mid 1960’s a 
fellow came to the EAA meet at Oshkosh and took home the “Best Engine Installa-
tion” prize for his installation of a 200HP flat 6 in place of the stock motor.  He origi-
nated the colour scheme that I used on my prototype. 
 

 In the 1970’s my favourite part of the Air Show that I went to every Labour 
Day weekend was Art Scholl’s routine in his Super Chipmunks (apparently he had -
and needed 4).  All were painted like the US Flag, and enhanced by a metal-
sheeted  wing,  and  a 250 HP engine.  Some had constant speed propellers, and 2 
of the 4 had retractable landing gear.  I can still clearly remember his 8 point loops, 
his snap-rolls, his tail slides, and  Art standing up and waving to the crowd, with the 
canopy slid back at the end of his routine.  Sadly, Mr. Scholl was killed in a flying 
accident while filming the movie “Top Gun”. 
 

 Fast forward to the 1990’s.  A man named Gilles Legere of Quebec, Canada, 
decides to make a home-built version of the Chipmunk, with a few improvements.  
First of all, he fits a 200 HP engine with an inverted oil system.  He then cowls it with 
what I feel is the most elegant cowling ever to grace a Chipmunk.  He increases the 
width of the fuselage by 4” at the cockpit, to accommodate his 260 lbs. in comfort.  
Finally, he beefs up the structure, and adds more fuel capacity.  He then paints it in 
a beautiful rendition of the 1960’s scheme from Oshkosh. 
 

 This is the airplane that this kit is modeled after.  It had been conceived with 
the performance level of Art-Scholl’s Chipmunk in mind.  However, it vastly over-
shot this mark, with the AXI bolted into place.  In the hands of an intermediate flyer, 
this is a fast, aerobatic plane.  In the hands of an expert, it is capable of all Pattern 
maneuvers, and blisteringly fast snaps and spins.     
 

 (Edited by Tom Jacoby, Manzano Laser Works, May, 2017.) 
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TAIL FEATHERS 

CONSTRUCTION 
General notes: 

 Read entire manual before beginning.  Many sequences are best done in 
order. 

 Tear off parts-key and use it along with manual to reduce time spent 
searching for parts 

 Use scrap 1/16 balsa, with grain vertical, to reinforce wing rib jig-tabs dur-
ing use. 

 Use a sharp knife or blade to cut tabs holding parts into sheets. 

Begin construction by cutting pieces of 
scrap 1/8 balsa to fit slots on ELs and 
(Art Scholl version) RUD.  Get this 1/8 
scrap from the extra wood on the 1/8 
parts sheets, 181, and 182.  Note: hole in 
counter-balance section was found to 
cause weakness, and deleted for produc-
tion. 

Once glued into place, trim excess and 
sand to match. 

If using the large, “Art Scholl” fin and rud-
der (recommended for spinning maneu-
vers for non-expert pilots), also fit the 1/8 
stiffeners at this time.  The go in the posi-
tions indicated. 
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Find HS1 and HS1-A in the respective 
parts sheets.  Arrange them as shown 
prior to lamination. 

After they are glued together into a lami-
nation, they will look like this from the 
side.  The notch goes on the front. 

Use a small round file to make the notch 
a bit larger and more rounded.  This will 
accommodate larger elevator throws, 
which you may want, as time goes on. 

Lay out all tail parts, as they will be when 
assembled, and place the hinges and EL-
EVATOR JOINER WIRE in place above 
them.  Using a roller pen, thin marker, or 
soft pencil, mark the positions of the 
hinges and the joiner wire. 
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With a 3/32 drill, drill into ELs at the posi-
tion of the ELEVATOR JOINER WIRE.  
Drill to a depth of approximately 1 inch. 

Cut slots for HINGES in HS and VS.  Use 
marks made earlier to determine posi-
tions.  Ensure that slots are centered top 
to bottom on HS and left-to-right on VS. 

Use the same method to cut hinge slots 
in ELs.  After the slots are cut, mark the 
slots with blue pen or marker. 

Bevel the front edge of EL, where it at-
taches to HS.  Use markings on slots to 
determine the pivot point of the bevel.  
Ensure that bevel will accommodate a 
±30º elevator throw. 
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Cut a groove from the hole drilled for the 
elevator joiner wire to the inboard edge of 
the EL.  Repeat this for the other EL.  
This groove needs to be deep enough 
that the front of the ELEVATOR JOINER 
WIRE is flush with the front of EL 
when it is pushed back as far as it will go. 

Epoxy the ELEVATOR JOINER WIRE into 
place.  Assemble parts as shown to en-
sure alignment and spacing.  Do not glue 
HINGES at this time.  Note pins in mid-
dle of HINGES.  These ensure HINGES 
go an equal distance into both parts.  Note 
also that waxed paper is wrapped around 
the back of HS to ensure it is not glued to 
ELs. 

When epoxy is cured, remove elevator 
assembly from HS, and reinforce the joint 
by wrapping with glass cloth as shown.  
Use either epoxy or thin cy-a to laminate 
glass cloth to the parts. 

Using a suitable tool, sand all outboard 
edges of all tail surfaces (except for VS1) 
to a rounded profile. 
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FUSELAGE 

Due to VS1’s thin shape, it is necessary 
to take special precautions when sanding 
it to the rounded profile.  First, tack-glue it 
to some 1/4 sq or 1/4 scrap balsa (use a 
small drop of glue at each end).  

Then, proceed to sand the upper side (as 
indicated by the part name being upright) 
to a rounded profile, as shown. 

The first step in building the fuselage is to 
assemble the FUSELAGE JIGS as 
shown.  Ensure that all three main parts 
are aligned front to back. Glue included 
triangular gussets in place to help assure 
alignment. 

Slide the FW, F1, and F2-F6 into place.  
Any lettering will always be right-side up.  
The longer side of the jig, containing FU-
SELAGE JIG 3 is towards the bottom.  
Do not install F3A or F1A’s yet.  Do not 
glue formers to Jig!!! 
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This is what the jig will look like, with all 
of the formers in place.  Take great care 
not to allow glue to drip onto jig during 
fuselage construction.  If it does, wipe it 
off with a rag, immediately. 

Dry-fit longerons, one at a time, begin-
ning with left and right FSL.  When they 
are nicely in place, with all notches fully 
nested (longeron flush with outside of for-
mer), glue them in place with thin  cy-a.  
Repeat for FTL, FBL, FFBL, and FFTL.  
Add 1/8 SQ basswood longeron between 
F1, F2 and F4, both sides, at cockpit 
opening.   

This is what the jig/fuselage frame will 
look like when all of the longerons are in 
place.  Glue F3 to the front of F4,  ensur-
ing that the top of F3 touches the bottom 
of the left and right FSLs.   Handle the 
fuselage very carefully from this point un-
til all planking is in place, as the longe-
rons are very easily damaged.  

Glue F1As into place (shown here, being 
installed during test-fit of WS).  They 
should touch the bottom of FSLs and be 
flush with the outside of F1.   
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Install WSs, using F3, F2 and F1/F1A to 
set position.  WSs will protrude slightly 
outboard of F1.  This is OK.   

Carefully sand WSs flush with F1, suing 
a sanding block and 120-150 grt sandpa-
per. 

Laminate together 2 sets of HSLs.   Glue 
one 1/8” HSL to one 1/4” HSL to make 
each.  Install these two laminates onto 
the fuselage, on top of FSLs, between F5 
and F6.   Sand outside of parts until flush 
with F5 and F6.   

This is what it should look like, when you 
are done sanding.  
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Sort your 3/32 x 1/4 balsa strips from 
lightest/most flexible to heaviest/stiffest.   
Begin planking fuselage by using some 
of the stiffer pieces along the sides of the 
fuselage, as shown.   Place one strip on 
one side, and then one on the other.  Use 
cy-a to hold the planks to the formers, 
and use a glue that can be sanded to 
hold the strips to one another. 

Because Pica Gluit (a glue that does not 
cure “instantly”)  was used on the proto-
type, it was necessary to use T-pins to 
hold the strips firmly together as assem-
bly progressed.  Each strip was given a 
slight bevel on both edges prior to gluing, 
to allow the edges to mate more com-
pletely with those of  the adjacent strip. 

Rather than trying to continue each strip 
to the end of the fuselage, the strips were 
merely cut to mate with the converging 
strip on the other side (go L-R-L-R).  This 
gives a “tractor tire” pattern that is both 
easy to make, and strong.  

Note that the area where the cockpit will 
go is not planked over.  Simply plank to 
well beyond the line where the canopy 
will rest, and leave a gap.  This simplifies 
the planking process.  
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Repeat the “tractor tire” pattern process 
from earlier. For the upper rear fuselage.   
For this area, you will want to use your 
most flexible strips.  You may also find it 
helpful to wet them prior to installation.  A 
bit of ammonia in the water makes this 
even more effective.  

At this point, all of the top portion of the 
fuselage will be planked.  The planking 
will stop a little less than 1 strip width 
above the wing saddle.  

Cut a strip the length of WS and dry-fit in 
place.  Use it as a guide to trim existing 
planking so that the new piece can fit 
snugly between it and WS.   

The opening that you make will look like 
this. 
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Glue strip into place.  Repeat for other 
side. 

Resume planking bottom of rear section 
of fuselage.  “Tractor tire” pattern can be 
seen here.  As with the top section of this 
part of the fuselage, it is helpful to select 
the most flexible strips, and to wet the 
balsa before use. 

This is what the back section will look like 
when planking is complete. 

Also complete the planking of the bottom 
of the fuselage, forward of the wing open-
ing. 
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Note that planking extends along WSs to 
about 4” back from the front of these 
pieces.  Note also that all T-pins have 
now been removed. 

Spray tail section of fuselage with a light 
spray of water to moisten the wood.  Al-
low to dry thoroughly (1-3 days, depend-
ing on humidity and temperature condi-
tions).  Give entire fuselage a light rough-

sanding with 120-150 grit sandpaper, and 
a sanding block.  Do not bother with 
sanding WSs, for now. 

Pull fuselage jig out of front of fuselage.  
If there is a great deal of resistance, 
check to see if you have accidentally 
glued one or more of the formers to the 
jig.  If so, cut unwanted glue joint, and try 
again. 

Carefully, and using a very sharp blade, 
trim the planking flush with the front of 
FW.  Also trim sheeting flush with top 
of HSLs, and rear of F5, F6. 
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This is what the fuselage will look like 
from the front, at this point.  If you are us-
ing a motor that does not mount from the 
front (see page 16 for example), this is a 
good time to make and install a suitable 
motor mount.  2 1/2º right thrust, and 0º 
down is recommended. 

Begin cowling construction by gluing to-
gether 2 stacks of 2 CWBs.  Glue these 
to the bottom of CWSs as shown.  Make 
sure that you make both a left and a right  
assembly! 

Reinforce this joint with 1/4 tri-stock, and 
trim excess as shown.  Repeat for other 
cowl side. 

Attach a piece of 1/2” tri-stock (Note: 1/4” 
shown — use 1/2” instead) to CWS, flush 
the top, and facing the same side as the 
CWB stack.  Repeat for other cowl 
side. 
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Glue cowl sides to fuselage, as shown, 
flush with the bottom and the side of the 
fuselage.  This is a very important joint!  
If necessary to get a good joint, use 
epoxy.  Repeat for other side. 

Reinforce joint by gusseting with 1/4 tri-
stock, as indicated by the dashed out-
lines.  Again, ensure that this is a very 
good glue joint. 
 

The importance of these glue joints 
stems from the fact that the motor is 
mounted to this cowling. 

Dry fit CWT into place, sanding a bevel 
on the back so that it mates fully with the 
front of FW.  Tack glue CWT into place.  
Cut another bevel on the front, using the 
cowl sides as a guide, as shown. 

Locate, and lay out CWF1, CWF2, EMM, 
and CWF3 (Note that CWF2 has been 
modified for production version). 
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Laminate these parts together, in the or-
der shown in last picture. Use the top and 
sides of the parts to ensure vertical and 
horizontal alignment.  Use the cooling 
holes to ensure the parts are not rotated, 
relative to each other. 

Glue assembly to front of cowling, using 
tabs on CWS and CWF1 to determine 
position (tabs not shown in picture — ex-
ist only on production kits).  Do not glue 
to CWT.  As with all cowling joints, use 
epoxy if you cannot otherwise be certain 
of a perfect glue joint. 

Rough carve the cowling to shape with a 
suitable blade.  When getting close, 
switch to a sanding block.  Shape of top 
of cowling is formed by blending from fu-
selage shape to shape of CWF3. 

The front of the cowling forms a gentle 
arc, with the “corners” back about 1/8” 
from the center. 
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The arc of the top and the rounding of the 
bottom of the cowling can be seen in this 
photograph. 

Here, the front section of the cowling can 
be more clearly seen.  Sanding EMM will 
take a little more care and effort than the 
balsa pieces around it.  Generally, it will 
be necessary to use a thin film of filler 
over EMM to hide it, before covering. 

At this point, you can trial fit your motor.  
Set your right and down thrust with 
shims.  Right thrust should be 2 1/2º 
(offset of back of motor is 0.044 * length 
from EMM).  Up/down thrust should be 
0º.  Test-run your motor with a propeller 
and spinner to make sure it is secured 
well enough.  Correct shims, if not. 

Front view of motor test-installation.  En-
sure that CWT clears the motor, if rotat-
ing can motor is used.  Sand a “hollow’ in 
the bottom of it, if it does not.  When you 
are satisfied with everything, you can re-
move your motor, glue CWT permanently 
in place, and give the cowling another 
sanding. 
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Glue 11/8” x 1” x 1 1/4” into place, flush 
with the top of the HSLs.  Use a straight 
edge to project the center of the fuselage 
on to it.  Mark this spot with a pen. 

Draw a circle on the back of the block, 
using a pen cap as a guide.  It should just 
touch the top of the block.  Make sure 
that it is centered left to right.  Draw arcs 
on the top of the block, from the fuselage 
sides to 1/8 “ either side of the mark 
made in the previous step. 

Mark an arc on the side of the block, from 
the fuselage bottom to the bottom of the 
circle.  Trim the block along the arcs, and 
then sand to blend the circle and the 
shape of the fuselage. 

When completed, the tail block will look 
like this.  If you want additional cooling, 
you can carefully drill a hole through the 
center of the block, at this time. 
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Place a strip of glass cloth in the fuse-
lage , just in front of F3, such that it runs 
from FSL to the bottom of WS. 

Use epoxy, or thin cy-a, to hold this cloth 
in place.  Repeat for other side.  Trim ex-
cess. 

Dry fit WBB.  Sand, if necessary to get a 
snug fit.  Epoxy into place, flush with top 
of WS.  Epoxy WBP to top of WBB, span-
ning WSs.  Depending on fuselage plank-
ing, it may be necessary to shorten and 
chamfer WBP to get it to sit properly in 
place. 

Begin to rough-carve wing saddles to 
shape.  Start with a straight taper from 
the fuselage side to the bottom of WS.  
WS will remain 1/2” thick at the bottom.  
This part of it is not changed. 
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Sand this taper to a rounded profile of 
about 1” radius, using a suitable sanding 
block.  Make sure the cap is on tight, if 
you use this one. 

When you have achieved this profile on 
both sides, you can proceed to the addi-
tion of the rear section of the wing fair-
ings. 

Glue LRWF into place, as shown.  Outer 
front corner should match outer rear cor-
ner of balsa section of wing fairing. 

Glue the second LRWF into place, over-
lapping the first slightly. 
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Glue URWF into place, “pinching” it as 
shown, to ensure a good glue joint.  It 
may be helpful to use medium or thick cy
-a, and accelerator for this step. 

Sand all joints flush, using suitable sand-
ing blocks, and 120-150 grt sand paper. 

Epoxy BRs to bottom of FSL, fuselage 
planking, F1 (front one), and F2 (rear 
one). 

Epoxy BP to BRs, and epoxy SRs into 
place (rear one touches F3, spacing de-
termined by servos used).  Note that all 4 
corners of the wing opening have been 
reinforced with 1/4” x 1” TE stock.  One 
of these is circled in white. 
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WING 

Now, test-fit your canopy.  Trim it, as 
necessary for a perfect fit.  Make sure 
that is aligned properly (rear of canopy 
just ahead of F3, not rotated to left or 
right — 1/8 square basswood longerons 
can be used for reference) and trace 
around it.  Trim planking about 1/8” inside 
this line. 

Fit W2-W7 to SW over plans, as 
shown.  Making sure that the ribs are all 
fully seated in the slots, glue them to the 
shear web with thin cy-a. 

Fit SUB to front of ribs, ensuring that it is 
fully seated, and aligned with the plans.  
Glue in place with thin cy-a. 

Dry-fit top 1/4” x 1/8” spar in place, en-
suring that it is fully seated in ribs, and 
contacting SW, and invert wing.  Press it 
against the flat work bench surface as 
the glue cures to ensure a straight spar.  
Glue W1 to inboard end. 
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Glue bottom 1/4” x 1/8” spar beam in 
place, first dry-fitting to ensure that it 
nests properly in the ribs.  Again, press it 
down so that the top of the spar is 
pushed against the workbench, as the 
glue dries. 

Making sure that the wing is aligned with 
the plans, glue STE in place. Also glue 
LE in place, ensuring that it touches 
the workbench for its entire length, and 
that it is firmly glued to SUB. 

Glue 1/4” x 1/16” sheeting strip to top of 
STE.  It needs to be flush with the 
back of STE for the entire length.  This 
piece is called the STE Cap. 

LE 

 

STE 

Glue a scrap piece of fuselage planking 
diagonally across several ribs, but not 
extending to the spar or trailing edge.  
This will keep the wing from flexing diag-
onally during the next steps. 
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Invert the wing and glue the 1/2” x 1/4” 
grooved LANDING GEAR BLOCK in 
place.  It needs to extend past W3 and 
W4 by about 1/4”.  You can use medium 
cy-a.  The trim off all front jig tabs from 
the ribs.  Do not trim the back ones, yet! 

Add 1/4” tri-stock x 1” gussets above and 
below SUB at W1, as shown.  Trim the 
fronts to be flush with W1.  These will 
form the pocket that holds the wing dow-
el, when the wing dowel is installed later 
in construction. 

Dry-fit the bottom D-tube sheeting (DS).  
To do this, first lightly sand a bevel on the 
leading edge of DS, and then fit in place, 
using pins pressed through LE to hold 
DS firmly against each rib.  Remove 
DS, run a bead of glue along the leading 
edge, and glue in place, pressing firmly 
down against LE, as you go.  Accelerator 
can help make this even easier.  Note 
that LE is flat on workbench with wing 
vertical. 

When the leading edge joint is cured, add 
glue to each rib, using gravity to make it 
run to front.  Add glue to bottom of the 
landing gear block, and add glue to the 
bottom of the spar.  Roll the sheeting 
down on to the frame, and press firmly 
until glue holds. 
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When the previous step is complete, the 
wing will look like this.  Flip it back over, 
and weigh it down, aligned with the 
plans.  Re-trace each glue-joint between 
the ribs, spar and sheeting. 

Shave the top front of a 1/2” sq x 3/8” 
maple block.  Test-fit it to the top of the 
LANDING GEAR BLOCK at W4, until it 
is flush with the top of W4. 

Epoxy it into place, as well as reinforcing 
all joints with 1/4 tri-stock gussets, as 
shown.  Allow epoxy to cure. 

Maple 
block 

Push T-pins down through sheeting, on 
either side of maple block, near the mid-
dle of the block. 
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Invert wing.  Half-way between these 
pins is where the hole will need to be 
drilled for the landing gear wire to go up 
into the Maple torque block. 

Drill a 1/8” hole straight up into and 
through the maple block. 

Flip wing back over.  It should look like 
this. 

Prepare to add top D-tube sheeting (DS) 
by repeating dry-fit and pinning step from 
before.  Also, glue bottom 1/4” x 1/16” 
STE Cap into place.  Place wing invert-
ed on work table and press firmly down, 
when doing this. 
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Repeat the earlier procedure, when join-
ing DS and LE.  After this, when you are 
ready to attach the sheeting to the ribs/
spar, the wing must be put back down flat 
on the table, and held there while DS 
sheeting is rolled down into place.  One 
done, if all tabs and the LE are touching 
the table, the wing is straight.  If not, you 
can moisten the sheeting and let it re-dry 
while weighing down the wing on the LE 
and tabs.  Repeat until straight. 

Add cap strips over top of W4, W5,and 
W6, made from 1/4” x 1/16 balsa. 

Glue WT-RC into place over W7.  Trim it 
slightly, if necessary. 

Trim off all rear jig tabs, and install cap 
strips and WT-RC on bottom of W4-W7. 
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Rough-trim the leading edge to shape by 
removing excess LE material to about 
1/16 above and below the front of the D-

tube sheeting. 

Trim excess spars, LE, sheeting, etc, 
protruding past either W7 or W1. 

Glue CMT and CMB to matching RMS 
parts, as shown. 

Before glue is fully cured, sand joint, as 
shown.  This will allow the sawdust creat-
ed to be captured in the groove by the 
glue, forming a strong, smooth joint. 
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Fit a CMB/RMS assemble into place on 
the bottom of the wing, spanning W1-W3, 
as shown.  If satisfied with the fit, glue in 
place. 

Remove 1/8” slot from behind spar, as 
shown.   
 

Note: in this example, the top sheeting 
was installed first.  It is better to install 
the bottom sheeting first. 

Trim excess sheeting from inboard of 
W1. 
 

The first wing-half is now done.  Repeat 
steps from beginning of wing assembly to 
this point.  Make sure you make the other 
wing! 

With DB in place (held by wet epoxy), 
epoxy wing halves together.  Use a slow 
(at least 20 minutes) epoxy for this, un-
less very confident.  Align leading and 
trailing edges, and pin as shown. 
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Ensure that DB is epoxied in place.  Use 
pins, as shown to hold it firmly against 
the spars as the epoxy cures. 
 

Note: in this example, the top sheeting 
was installed first.  It is better to install 
the bottom sheeting first. 

Cut a piece of scrap 1/8 x 1/4 balsa 
3.60539” (about 3 19/32”) and tack glue it 
to one wig tip, at the spar, so that it forms 
a crutch, as shown.  Weigh down other 
half of wing flat on the table, and allow 
epoxy to cure. 

Test-fit one half of CMT/RMS sheeting 
assembly on to wing.  Mark location of 
center of middle wing rib on the sheeting, 
as shown. Remove sheeting, trim it.  In-
stall it permanently.  Repeat for other 
side. 

Laminate together one 1/8” thick WT, 
with one 1/2” thick WT for each wing tip. 
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Glue to wing tips, and begin process of 
rough-trimming them. 

First, trim them to match the airfoil shape 
of the wing. 
 

Leave this for now, as it is less likely to 
get hangar rash during the rest of wing 
construction, if final shaping is left until 
the end. 

Using plans to measure, cut inboard sec-
tions of trailing edge from 1” x 1/4” trailing 
edge stock. 

File grooves (1) and slots (2) into back of 
wing and front of inboard trailing edge 
sections, until AILERON TORQUE 
RODS (3) fit well. 

1 

2 

3 
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Install AILERON TORQUE RODS, and 
install and trim inboard trailing edges.  
Ensure that inboard arm of torque rods 
leans slightly forward when outboard arm 
is held level.  This is very important to 
roll/yaw coupling. 
 

Also ensure that no glue gets on to 
torque rod, or into tube. 

Test-fit wing to fuselage, trimming lead-
ing edge at middle until it meets with fu-
selage as shown in the picture. 

Wrap center section with glass cloth, and 
either epoxy, or thin cy-a it into place. 

Using plans as a guide, cut ailerons from 
1” x 1/4” trailing edge stock. 
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Test-fit ailerons into place, marking the 
positions of the hinges, and the torque 
rod arm. 
 

Drill a 1/16 hole and make a slot for the 
torque rod, similar to what was done for 
the elevators. 

Using the same technique used for the 
elevators, cut hinge slots, mark them, 
and bevel the leading edge.  A pivot of 
±3/8” is sufficient.  Mark each aileron as 
R or L, in case they do not come out 
identically. 

Dry-fit to test fit, clearances and range of 
motion. 

Sand wing tips to final shape. 
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Final shape of wing tips, from front. 

Insert LG WIRE into place and mark in-
board end. 

Cut sheeting to open access to grooved 
LG BLOCK only for the length indicat-
ed in the previous step. 

Mark the locations of the LG STRAPS. 
Note that they are angled steeply to keep 
the screws away from the edges of the 
LANDING GEAR BLOCK.  Remove the 
sheeting in the areas where the straps 
will lie. 
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Drill 1/16 pilot holes for the #2 x 3/8 
screws that will hold the gear in place.  
Use a piece of tape on the drill as a 
depth gauge to prevent drilling out the 
top of the wing.  Set your depth to 1/2” 

Gear in place and ready for straps. 
 

Repeat for other side. 

Put WSP in place, and mark the inside 
dimensions on to the wing sheeting. 

Trim sheeting to match.  Remove W1 
materials down to perforation line.  Test-
fit servo.  If more depth is needed, re-
move more material from W1. 
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Trim sheeting just inside of perforation 
lines for cooling air exit.  Locate and re-
move area of W1 between the perfora-
tions.  Remove bottom sheeting to 
match.  Use a flat file to make sure 
sheeting is chamfered on angle to allow 
good glue joint of “tunnel sheeting” 

Make and install a cooling “tunnel” from 
scrap 1/16 sheeting. 
 

Do not omit this feature, or ESC may 
overheat on hot days! 

Photo of top of wing, after cooling tunnel 
installed, trimmed and sanded. 

Test-fit AILERON CONTROL ARMS.  
File a flat spot on the torque rod to allow 
the bolt on the wheel collars to get better 
grip. 
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FINISHING TOUCHES 

Sand leading edge to final shape.  Give 
entire wing a light sanding with 220-320 
grt sandpaper. 

Locate center of wing by measuring 
span, dividing by 2, and placing a pin at 
the mid-point. 

Double check this mid-point by pinning a 
1/4” sq stick to this point.  Place another 
pin into the stick at the wing tip.  Swing it 
to the other wing tip.  If it does not meet 
the other wing tip, fine tune the center 
position, and repeat process until it does 
lightly touch both wing tips. 

Measure width of fuselage at spar.  Di-
vide by 2. 
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Measure 1/2 of width of fuselage at spar 
in either direction from mid-point of wing, 
and place a T-pin frimly at each mark. 

Place fuselage between these pins. 

Use at third pin to ensure wing stays in 
fuselage. 

Pin 1/4” sq stick to middle of fuselage at 
rear.  Swing from wing-tip to wing tip, 
measuring from the pin to the front corner 
of the aileron bay at WT.  Adjust wing as 
needed.  When the distances for left and 
right are exactly equal, Pin 1/4” stick to 
one wing tip, and pin wing to WBB. 
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Drill 1/8 hole through wing, WBB, and 
WBP.  Ensure that it is centered, 3/8” 
ahead of the rear of W3A, and that it runs 
parallel to the front and rear surfaces of 
WBB. 

Mount a sharpened 1/4” diameter tube 
into your drill and drill the dowel hole into 
the front of the wing, using the hole in F1 
as a guide.  Drill to a depth of about 1”.  If 
necessary, “clean out” hole with drill bits 
of increasing size (up to 1/4”) afterwards. 

Remove wing from fuselage, and epoxy 
dowel into place. 

Enlarge wing bolt hole to 5/32, so that 4-

40 BLIND NUT can be fitted, as shown.   
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Use a large washer to protect WBB, and 
tighten down  4-40 x 1 1/2 WING BOLT 
to pull the BLIND NUT firmly into place.  
Place glue around outside edge of BLIND 
NUT. 

Re-assemble wing and fuselage, and set 
wing tips on to props of equal heights (2 
Sig dope bottles used in pictures).  
Check to see that fuselage is level (not 
rotated).  Use the bottom of F1, and the 
cowling cooling holes to gauge this.   

If it is not, carefully sand the wing saddle, 
as shown, and repeat previous step.  Re-
peat this until wing and fuselage are 
properly aligned in rotation. 

          Photo taken after this step.  

When fuselage is aligned with wing, 
place HS in place, using pins to ensure 
that it is held firmly against HSLs.  Place 
aircraft back on your “stand” and ensure 
that the stab is level relative to the wing.  
If your workbench is level and your props 
are exactly the same height as each oth-
er, you can use a small level (always 
check level, turn level 180º and re-

check).  Otherwise, do this visually.   
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Using straight balsa scrap, spaced 1/4” 
apart (use scrap 1/4” balsa for spacer), 
make a jig that runs from the center of 
the front of the fuselage extending be-
yond the center of F5.  Fit the stab and 
fin, using this jig to determine their posi-
tion.  Pin them into place, making sure 
that the pins are all in front of F5, or be-
hind VS.  

Fill area behind F5 with scrap balsa, 
touching both VS and HS firmly.  Glue 
this only to F5.  Do not glue it to either 
VS or HS! 

Make a simple plug to replace VS and 
HS during the trimming and sanding 
phase.  Use 1/4” balsa.  Slide it into 
place, but do not glue it. 

When you are done, the tail fairings 
should look like this. 
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With wing bolted to fuselage, glue BPS to 
the bottom of the wing, as shown. Use a 
1/16 scrap piece as a spacer between it 
and the back of F1. 

Fit BEL without gluing it.  It may be nec-
essary to moisten the area that meets 
with BPS, to ensure that it conforms easi-
ly.  Sand a chamfer on the bottom edges, 
until it sits nicely in place, with the “step” 
between it and the bottom of the wing 
minimized. Glue it in place, when satis-
fied with the fit.  Pinch it as shown, for 
best results. 

When sheeting is dry, sand it so that it is 
flush with the bottom of the fuselage. 

Remove the wing, and sand BEL flush 
with the front of BPS. 
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Mark location of aileron control arms on 
WBB. 

Remove wing, and carve away a bit of 
WBB in these areas to provide clear-
ance for aileron control arm movement. 

Install CFR by flexing as shown, and slid-
ing it back into position.  The front touch-
es F2, and the edges rest on the 1/8 sq 
basswood longerons.  Glue it with medi-
um cy-a after installing it.   

Repeat for CFF.  Note small cross-grain 
strip used to stiffen CFF. 
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Install additional cross-grain strips on 
bottom of CFR to stiffen it.  Make sure 
that they are not placed in an area where 
the servos need clearance. 

Measure length of 1/4” balsa pushrod by 
placing it on top of fuselage, running from 
the servo location to the location where 
the control horn will go.  Make sure you 
leave adequate clearance for movement. 

Take a 2-56 PUSHROD, with CLEVIS 
installed, and mark a spot, 1” or so in 
from the end of the 1/4” sq balsa.  Mark 
this on both the PUSHROD, and the bal-
sa.  

Drill a 1/16” hole through the balsa at this 
mark, and carve a groove from there, to 
the end of the balsa.  Bend the PUSH-
ROD 90º , and trim it so that it ends 
about 5/16” past this bend.  Repeat this 
for the other end, but use a pre-bent Z-

bend, rather than a clevis on that end. 
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Install the rod ends in place on the push-
rods, taking great care about what side of 
the balsa the rods and off-sets go on.  
You want the rudder pushrod to go “up” 
from the servo, and you want the elevator 
pushrod to go “down” from the servo.  
This will maximize clearances, when the 
pushrods cross.  Wrap ends tightly in 
heavy thread and glue.  

Tack glue control horns in place.  Use 
sharpened 1/8” tube to “drill” hole for ele-
vator pushrod.  Place it along the straight 
line between the servo and the control 
horn. 

Repeat previous step for rudder. 

Drill 1/16” holes for control horns.  Re-
move control horns, and enlarge to 3/32”. 
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Fit some 1/8” scrap balsa into the space 
shown.  Sand it to match the profile.  
Cooling hole at back should be 1” long.  

Admire your work.   
 

The framing is now complete. 

COVERING 

 The Super Chipmunk may be covered in any number of colour schemes.  Be-
cause it was a civilian aircraft as well as a military aircraft, there are a wide variety of 
scale colour schemes available to use.  Some examples are: 
 The scheme used on the prototype 

 Art Scholl’s scheme 

 Pepsi Chipmunk 

 Midas Chipmunk 

 Yellow military Chipmunk 

 

 As for materials, it can be covered in film, fabric, tissue and dope and even 
0.58 fiberglass (fuselage).  Since the cowling is made of wood, you need not find 
matching paint. 
 

 Both of the original prototypes were covered in film, due to its relatively light 
weight, high gloss, and speed of application. 
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 General tips for film covering are as follows: 
 Cover tail surfaces before installation.  Cover the elevators, joiner wire 

fairing and rudder before hinging to the stab and fin.  Carefully trim cover-
ing where needed for wood-to-wood glue joints.  Locate and open-up your 
hinge slots. 

 Cover ailerons before installation.  Also locate an cut open the hinge slots.    
 Use an adhesion promoter, such as Balsaloc to ensure good adhesion to 

the curved part of the wing fairings. 
 Cover aileron bays, wing fairings, cowl air cooling openings, wing cooling 

tunnel and rear of tail cone before proceeding with the rest of covering. 
 On concave areas, such as the wing fairings and the top of the cowling, 

use a sweeping motion with your iron to ensure that the covering is stuck 
down and shrunk.  Try not to re-shrink it with your heat gun later, or it may 
pull up from the wood as it shrinks. 

FINAL ASSEMBLY 

 The first step in the final assembly is to assemble the tail feathers.  This is 
done as follows: 

 After covering the elevators and horizontal stabilizer, hinge them together.  
Use a pin through the hinges, to ensure that hinge is centered.  Thin cy-a.   

 Taking great care not to glue it to the elevator joiner wire, glue the joiner 
wire fairing to the back of the stabilizer.  Place a small patch of covering 
over this joint, on both the top and the bottom. 

  Using the tabs and slots provided for positioning, and squares to ensure 
PERFECT alignment (both vertical, and rotational), epoxy covered VS to 
covered HS.  Remove covering where needed to get a wood-to-wood 
joint.  Also drill several 1/16” holes into VS and HS to allow epoxy to get a 
better “grip” on each of them. 

 Install TAIL WHEEL BRACKET, so that it is directly below the rear edge 
of VS, when VS is in position.  If hole for tail wheel wire (right behind VS 
in HS) has become plugged, re-drill a 1/16” hole here. 

 Install tail-plane assembly into position, removing covering where re-
quired.  Pin it while epoxy cures, installing wing to double check alignment 
with wing.  Use the same jig used earlier (long straight edges, with 1/4” 
spacing) to ensure that the assembly is aligned properly with respect to 
the yaw axis of the airplane.  
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 Install tail wheel wire, sliding it up through the hole in HS.  Bend it 90º so 
that it goes about 1” into the rudder, about 1/2” up from the bottom of the 
rudder.   

 Mark the position of the tail wheel tiller arm on the rudder, ensuring that 
1/16” vertical clearance is left between the front section of the rudder and 
VS.   

 Drill a 1/16” hole into the rudder, at this mark.  Cut a groove along the 
leading edge of the rudder, to allow clearance for the tail wheel wire. 

 Install the rudder, using thin cy-a on the hinges, and again using the pins 
to ensure that the hinges are positioned properly.  Use epoxy on the tail 
wheel wire and tiller arm.  Wrap the bottom of VS in waxed paper to en-
sure that the epoxy does not glue the rudder to it. 

 Install the ailerons.  Make sure that the right and left (if not identical) are 
put on the correct side of the wing.   Again, use the pin-through method to 
align the hinges, and use the same method for the aileron control arms 
that was used for the rudder tiller arm. 

 Install any cockpit detailing that you desire.  The prototypes simply lined 
the cockpit area with black craft paper, and installed a 1/8 sized pilot bust. 

 Paint the frame lines on the canopy.  Use electrical tape for masking, and 
use the molded in frame lines to determine where to paint the frame.  Al-
low paint to dry. 

 Install the canopy.  Use a canopy glue, such as RC 560.  Ensure that it is 
aligned properly (not rotated off to one side).  Hold it in place with low-tack 
masking tape while the glue dries.  

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS 

Recommended Order:  

 Attach the leads between your motor and your ESC.  It is a good idea to heat 
shrink them after attaching them, to ensure that they do not come loose. 

 Install motor 
 Install servos, and hook them up to pushrods/control surfaces.  Remember to 

have transmitter and receiver on and set to neutral positions, before you do this.  
Do not place the servo wheel/arms on to the servo until the servo is centered.  
Set all control surfaces to  neutral positions, with neutral stick and trims cen-
tered.  Ensure that surfaces move in correct directions.      
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 Set control throws to 1/4” (elevator, rudder), and 1 1/4” L/R for the rudder.  
You can adjust to suit your own tastes, from here.  The prototype uses 
about 9/16” elevator throw with exponential, 1/4” aileron throw, and about 
±40º rudder throw.  However, it uses exponential to soften response 
around neutral. 

 Install the landing gear and wheels, making sure that you file a flat spot on 
the LG wire for the set-screw of the wheel collars.  Use loc-tite on this set-
screw.  Ensure that the gear is bent so that the axles are just behind the 
leading edge with the plane held level.  Both wheels should “toe-

in” (appear to be pointing toward a single point ahead of the airplane) a 
bit.  2 1/4” x 3/4” Sullivan rounded, groove-tread foam wheels were used 
on the prototype.  A 1” very light weight foam wheels was used for the tail 
wheel.  This combination worked very well, even off of grass. 

 Install your propeller driver, spinner and propeller.  Ensure that it is tight-
ened down snugly.  If using the recommended APC E-series propeller, 
ensure that you have drilled the stock hole slightly over-sized, and in-
stalled the correct spacer ring in the propeller. 

 Install your battery.  It is strongly recommended that it is attached to the 
battery plate by Velcro, and then secured by a Velcro strap attached tight-
ly around both the battery and the battery plate.  Velcro makes a 3/4” 
strap material with hook on one side and loop on the other that is perfect 
for this application.   

 Install your receiver and on-off switch (Castle products do not use one). 
 Adjust your C/G to about 1/8 forward of the point shown on the plan for 

your initial flights. 
 Test run your motor.  Do this in a safe place, where a thrown propeller 

would not hurt anyone.  Secure the model to a heavy object while doing 
this.  Do not run at full throttle on the ground for more than 30 seconds, as 
the recommended power set-up is beyond the upper limit of the motor, 
until the plane “unloads” in the air.  If using the AXI and 10 CP 1700’s or 
better (resist the temptation to save weight with CP 1300’s—they can’t put 
out the current without voltage drop, even if zapped), you should see right 
around 8000 RPM with an APC 11 x 8 1/2 E.  

 Check that airplane is balanced left-to-right.  On an airplane this aerobat-
ic, such a problem can really hurt some maneuvers.  
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FLYING 

Test Flight 
 Before the first take-off, perform several taxi trials, and mock take-off 

runs.  With the AXI, this plane has brutal acceleration, and it can take you 
by surprise, if you do not accustom yourself to it.  Perform all low-speed 
taxiing with full up elevator and at least partial throttle.  At higher speeds, 
you can use little or no up elevator.  You will develop a “feel” for this dur-
ing your taxi testing.  Note: if it gets airborne during taxi trials, unless air-
plane is going straight, with lots of runway left, add throttle, continue climb 
out, and go around circuit for landing.  Plopping it back down to the run-
way, or suddenly chopping the throttle, can work against you. 

 After taxi-testing allow the power system and batteries to cool down, while 
you thoroughly check the model for anything that may have broke or vi-
brated loose. 

 If everything is tight, and cooled off, install a freshly peaked battery, and 
line-up on the runway for your first test-flight.   

 Smoothly apply 1/3 throttle while holding up elevator and using the rudder 
to hold course.  Gradually release elevator while speed builds.  When 
speed seems to have peaked, ease back gently on the elevator.  Be pre-
pared to compensate for poor trim settings.  Both initial prototypes rolled 
to the right, until some left aileron trim was added.  Rudder and elevator 
wound up very close to neutral.  Keep your climb angle shallow enough to 
allow for good acceleration during climb out.  On the original prototype, 
the airplane accelerated well at a 25º climb angle, and 1/3 throttle.  

 Adjust your trims to neutral, and fly gentle circuits and figure eights to get 
used to the feel of the plane.  Experiment with different throttle settings 
between 1/3 and 2/3.  Get used to the climb and acceleration at various 
settings.  Fly like this for 3-4 minutes. 

 Do a couple of practice landing approaches.  Hold about 1/4 throttle dur-
ing approach, as electrics windmill at idle, and 11” propellers make very 
effective air brakes.  If you are holding more than just a tiny bit of back-

pressure on the stick, you are flying too slowly.  A fairly shallow approach 
works well.  Throttle up smoothly, and let the airplane begin to accelerate 
before you start to pull back up (with the AXI, you will not be waiting long).   
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Test Flight 
 For your first landing, bring the plane in shallow, with an altitude of 3-4’ at 

the threshold.  Pull back to idle at the threshold, and allow the plane to 
sink to 1’.  Gradually add elevator, along with a couple of clicks of throttle.  
Wait for the plane to settle in on all three wheels.  When the wheels hit, 
and the plane starts to slow, add full elevator, and taxi back to the pits.  
Never go to 0 throttle while taxiing on grass, or you may flip over.  The 
prop wash is needed to hold the tail down. 

 Check again for anything on the airplane that might have come loose. 
 Allow motor, ESC and battery to cool off, before recharging for next flight. 

Set-up Flight 
 Repeat the take-off from the first flight, but use a slightly higher throttle 

setting, after breaking ground. 
 Check effect of full throttle by gradually applying while flying level, and 

then smoothly transitioning into a steep climb.  Always be wary of the ac-
celeration of this plane with the AXI set-up.  If you slam the throttle, 
it can get ahead of you! 

 Try some loops and rolls to get a feel for the performance envelope.  
Throttle back to 1/2 on downward side of loop.  Do not pull back to idle!  
This big prop can stop the airplane well enough to take it down be-
low stall speed, even in a vertical dive. 

 At 1/2 throttle, try some 45º dives.  If down elevator is needed to hold the 
dive, C/G can be moved carefully backward.  

 Roll the airplane inverted at safe altitude, and not required input to hold 
position.  If up-elevator is required to keep it from climbing, C/G is too far 
back.  If it rolls to one side while inverted, but not upright, re-check left-to-

right balance. 
 Trim airplane for straight and level at 1/3 throttle.  Transition to full throttle.  

If airplane rolls to left, more right thrust is needed.  If it rolls to the right, 
less right thrust is needed. 

 Take airplane high up, and throttle back to low speed.  Gradually add ele-
vator until nose drops.  As this plane is designed for crisp snap entry, ex-
pect that it may drop a wing.  To recover, add at least 1/3 throttle, allow 
the plane to dive, and then gently pull out of dive.   If you don’t add throt-
tle, it will not recover from stall.  The braking strength of the prop is too 
great. 
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 For your second landing, use the same approach as the first one.  If you 
wish to do a wheels landing, you can, but there is greater risk of a “flip-

over”.  To minimize the chance of this, do not reduce right to idle, and add 
throttle and elevator, just after main wheels touch.  It takes some practice, 
but looks very pretty, once you master it. 

 Check again for anything on the airplane that might have come loose. 
 Allow motor, ESC and battery to cool off, before recharging for next flight. 

Aerobatics  note: all power settings mentioned are for AXI set-up 

 General— Never pull abruptly on the elevator, unless you want a snap-

roll.  The plane will turn quite sharply, without snapping, but if you “snap” 
the elevator, the plane will, by design, respond in kind. 

 Loops—start at about 1/2 throttle, or greater.  1/2 throttle will produce a 
loop of up to about 100’.  1/2 throttle increased to full on climb (with AXI) 
will produce a loop of up to 300’.  At full throttle, with down elevator used 
at the top, loops of up to 400’ are available.  Always remember, carry at 
least 1/3 throttle on the down side, and do not “snap” elevator. 

 Square loops.  Start at full speed.  Pull smoothly at corners.  Use long ver-
tical and horizontal lines to make it  “square”, not sharp corners.  Use at 
least 1/2 throttle on down leg.  Pull out smoothly. 

 Outside loops—Start at 2/3 throttle or greater.  Make them gentle and big.  
The wash-out in the wing means a slightly higher tendency to snap-roll 
while flying in negative “g”.    

 Snap-rolls.  While flying at 1/2 throttle or above, very quickly pull and re-
lease full elevator and full rudder.  Do not hold them, unless you want a 
spin.  On the prototypes snaps to the left were more crisp than snaps to 
the right.  This is likely due to the large propeller.  On your first few snaps, 
you may over-rotate to inverted.  DO NOT PULL BACK TO IDLE AND 
PULL UP TO DIVE OUT OF IT!  This will result in a series of stalls on 
your way to earth.  Add at least 1/2 throttle after a snap roll, and allow 
speed to build before doing anything.  This airplane virtually stops when 
snap-rolling.  It needs to re-gain flying speed.  I can not stress strongly 
enough that this cannot be attained in a “0” throttle dive.  Once you are 
used to this, it is easy to deliberately snap to inverted, throttle up to full, 
and climb out in an outside half-loop. 
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 Spins—upright—At safe altitude, pull back to low throttle setting and grad-
ually add elevator.  When nose drops, kick in full rudder.  If you wish to 
really make it go around, wait 2 turns, and then smoothly add in full ailer-
on in the opposite direction to your rudder.  The Super-Chipmunk will then 
go around very quickly in a flat spin.  Release the controls.  With the stock 
tail, the Super-Chipmunk will continue to spin.  Add 2/3 throttle, a bit of 
down elevator, and full opposite rudder.  The spin should stop in about 1-

2 more turns.  Release rudder when it stops, allow speed to build, and 
then gently pull out of dive.  If this is too wild for you, use the Art Scholl 
(big) fin and rudder, do not add opposite aileron, and limit spins to 3-4 
turns.  A more forward C/G can also tame this.   

 Spins—inverted—As above, but from inverted flight, and with down eleva-
tor.  Chipmunks spin even faster inverted than upright, so be prepared!  

 Lomcevak— at 100’ or more, pull airplane into a steep climb.  Cut throttle.  
Allow to coast upwards for a moment.  Slam throttle to full, while abruptly 
adding full left rudder, full left aileron, and full down elevator.  After two 
tumbles, release controls (leave throttle at full), regain bearings, allow air-
plane to recover speed, and fly out of maneuver.  If you stay in a 
Lumcevek too long, a Chipmunk will go into a flat inverted spin.  Use the 
recovery procedure outline above, to get out of this.  That is, you may 
have to add a touch of up elevator, throttle, and full right rudder to get out 
of it. 

 Knife-edge— at 2/3 throttle or higher, roll the airplane gently to its side.  
Gently add opposite rudder until the airplane can maintain altitude.  A bit 
of aileron may be required to hold knife-edge, and a touch of elevator may 
be required to hold heading.  The different rudder options will behave 
slightly different in this regard.  Won’t knife-edge loop.   

 Point rolls—easy after practicing knife-edge. 
 Slow rolls—1/2 throttle or above.  Add just a hair of “top rudder” when in 

knife edge, and just a hair of down elevator while inverted. 
 Stall turns—climb vertically.  Chop throttle and coast.  Open throttle and 

add rudder.  After airplane pivots, reduce throttle to 1/2 for dive recovery.  
Can be crisper if touch of opposite rudder is bumped prior to adding rud-
der in desired direction. 

 Multi-point loops.  Keep them big, and be smooth on the corners, or you 
may snap the Chipmunk into a spin (stock tail, rearward C/G).  Let the 
power pull the airplane through the maneuver.  There is no need to hurry. 
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 Avalanches—Do a large loop at high throttle setting.  At top of loop, punch 
and release either down elevator rudder, or up elevator/rudder.  Always 
wait a moment after a snap to regain orientation, and allow speed to re-
cover.  Continue with loop.  

 Inverted flight—1/3 throttle, be gentle on the elevator, and don't try to 
push up into a climb.  2/3 throttle, smooth, large maneuvers are fine.  Full 
throttle, it is difficult to tell from upright flight, unless very violent outside 
turns are attempted.  

 Vertical 8’s.  Keep upper (outside) loop big.  Use about 2/3 throttle on the 
down leg of this to prevent snap-out at bottom of upper loop. 

 Cuban eights— inside or outside, keep them big, and never go below 1/2 
throttle, and they will look fantastic. 

 Knife edge spins— not recommended!!!!!  It is very likely that recovery 
from this will be difficult, and require a lot of altitude.  Likely more than is 
available.  But, if you are an expert pilot, and don’t mind risking your Chip-
munk…..Begin a normal stall turn.  When plane makes it to 10:00 posi-
tion, slam full throttle, full opposite rudder and full down elevator.  If your 
timing is perfect, you will get the airplane to drop with its wing in knife-

edge, and the fuselage rotating around the wing.  The airplane will drop 
like a rock, and opposite controls, with impeccable timing will be required 
to get it to recover.  Don’t say I didn’t warn you! 

 

 This Super Chipmunk is a really, really capable airplane.  Because of this, if 
you are coming from one of my fighters, you will find that it does not forgive as much 
as the fighters do. 
 

 If you spend time gradually sneaking up on the performance envelope of this 
plane, it will soon become your favourite airplane.  Get to know this airplane well, 
before attempting the more violent snapping and spinning maneuvers.  Because it 
will fly very strongly at 1/3 throttle, there is no need to blast around at full throttle, 
until you are ready to tear up the sky.  When you are comfortable enough to take 
this airplane to the edge and back, you will be greeted by club members with jaws 
dropped to the ground after each flight. 
 

 Between the quiet electric power, and the “cutesy” looks, this might just be 
the ultimate “sleeper” airplane. 
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Part 
Code 

Part Function Material Sheet # 

EL Elevators ¼ balsa 141 

RUD “Standard” Rudder ¼ balsa 141 

RUD-S Rudder “Scholl” ¼ balsa 143 

HS1 Horizontal Stab-1 (core of elevator 
joiner fairing) 

1/8 balsa 182 

HS1A Horizontal Stab-1 (top and bottom 
of elevator joiner fairing) 

1/16 balsa 1161 

HS Horizontal Stabilizer ¼ balsa 141 

VS “Standard” Vertical Stabilizer ¼ balsa 141 

VS-S Vertical Stabilizer “Scholl” ¼ balsa 143 

VS1 Vertical Stabilizer Extension ¼ balsa 141 

Fuselage 
Jigs 

Fuselage Jigs 1/8 lite-ply 18LP1 

FW “Firewall” 1/8 lite-ply 18LP2 

F1 Fuselage Former 1/8 lite-ply 18LP2 

F2-F7 Fuselage Formers 1/8 balsa 181 

FSL Fuselage Side Longeron 1/8 balsa 181 

FTL Fuselage Top Longeron 1/8 balsa 182 

FBL Fuselage Bottom Longeron 1/8 balsa 181 

FFBL Fuselage Front Bottom Longeron 1/8 balsa 181 

FFTL Fuselage Front Top Longeron 1/8 balsa 181 

F1A Wing Saddle Locating Jig 1/8 balsa 182 

WS Wing Saddle ½ balsa 121 

HSL Horizontal Stabilizer Locator 1/8 balsa,1/4 
balsa 

181, 141 

CWB Cowl Bottom ½ balsa 121 

CWS Cowl Side ¼ balsa 142 

CWT Cowl Top block ½ balsa 121 

CWF1 Cowl Former 1 ¼ balsa 142 

CWF2 Cowl Former 2 ¼ balsa 142 

EMM Electric Motor Mount 1/8 ply 18 ACP 

CWF3 Cowl Former 3 ¼ balsa 142 

WBB Wing Bolt Block ½ balsa 121 
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WBP Wing Bolt Plate 1/8 ply 18ACP 

LRWF Lower Rear Wing Fairing 1/64 ply 164ACP 

URWF Upper Rear Wing Fairing 1/64ply 164ACP 

BR Battery Rails 1/8 lite-ply 18LP1 

BP Battery Plate 1/8 lite-ply 18LP1 

SR Servo Rails 1/8 lite-ply 18LP1 

W1, W7 Wing Ribs 1/16 balsa 1162 

W2, W5, 
W6 

Wing Ribs 1/16 balsa 1161 

W3, W4 Wing Ribs that gear mounts to 1/8 lite-ply 18LP2 

SW Wing Spar Shear Web 1/16 balsa 1161 

SUB Sub-Leading Edge 1/16 balsa 1162 

STE Sub-Trailing Edge 1/8 balsa 182 

LE Leading Edge 1/8 balsa 182 

DS D-tube Sheeting 1/16 balsa 1163 

WT-RC Wing Tip Rib Cap 1/16 balsa 1164 

CMT Central Mid Top Sheeting 1/16 balsa 1164 

CMB Central Mid Bottom Sheeting 1/16 balsa 1165 

RMS Rear Mid Sheeting 1/16 balsa 1164, 
1165 

DB Dihedral Brace 1/8 ply 18ACP 

WT Wing Tip ½ balsa, 1/8 
balsa 

121, 181 

WSP Wing Servo Plate 1/8 lite-ply 18LP2 

BPS Belly Pan Support 1/8 balsa 181 

BEL Belly Pan Sheeting 1/16 balsa 1164 

CFR Cockpit Floor Rear 1/16 balsa 1164 

CFF Cockpit Floor Front 1/16 balsa 1166 
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